Captain’s Revenge
The captain has been given the black spot with the word “disposed” on it. His
crew doesn’t want him to be captain anymore. If he is disposed by his crew, it
means it doesn’t have a share in the treasure. The only chance of getting any gold
is to find the treasure first and keep it all to his self.
There is nothing that a pirate likes more than gold, also known as pieces of eight.
These coins were minted in the Caribbean and sent back to Spain to finance the
New World. The most prized treasure of a pirate was gold doubloons or silver
pieces of eight. These coins were easily split in two or quarters and became the
currency used in South America, Central America and the West Indies.

To play this game you will need something to trade such as coins, chips, or
marbles and a six sided dry-erase dice.

Place the following markings on the dice:






T1- The spinner, or pirate in this case, takes one coin from the pot
T2- The spinner places one of their coins in the pot.
P1- The spinner place two of their coins in the pot.
AP- All players, including the spinner, place one of their coins in the pot.
TA- The spinner “Takes All” that is in the pot and the round is over.

How To Play
First you need to decide the “Ante”. Everyone gets 4 coins, chips, or marbles. Flip
a coin. If it’s heads everyone puts in two coins. If it’s tails, everyone puts in one
coin. Now you have your ante and it’s time to play.
Now the designated person starts the game by tossing the dice. Do the action
stated using the above chart.
If for some reason you do not have the ante needed on your turn, then you are
out of this round.
Pass the dice to the next person on the right.
Only one roll per turn.
The game is over when the dice is rolled and comes up on the TA mark. The
winner takes the pot and a new round it started. The winner sets the ante for the
next game. Run out of coins have you? Then over something else to the winner,
marbles, doritos, goats, anything at all can be leveraged as ante.
Have fun and may you capture your treasure.
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